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I still can't
let go
relax
open myself
Even here
approaching zero-hour
departure or return
this liminality
The pills
are being stoned
now
Pink hard heaviness
colliding with all the vital receptors to cause a cascade
Is it that there's no one here
to let go on
relax with
open myself to and watch blossom?
Is it that here
is not the time
like other times
it's doing time
it is the steady-state
the fixed and solid

A Chair, Itself

The chair faces the door.
Its shadow reaches across the floor into the corner.
The television cabinet is being eaten from the inside.
The fans spin in their minute wobbles,
and I can not come to know what it is for a piece of writing to demand my attention.
I think I can learn.
I suspect I can imagine something like it.
I want to know.
The kettle of water is boiling.
Soon the kettle will click off.
Is there no art devoid of confusion?
There are so many poems and fictions I have chosen to read.
I've found so much in them.
There is more to learn.
More images to see; more voices.
Reading is such a thing to be research.
Lil' Wayne's bringing it back.
I write
figures of words
and later readers will see them.
And there's a consummation.
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